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A. I NT RO D U C T I O N T O T HE C A ND I D A TE GU I DE
Over the next few months, Santa Clara voters will choose a Mayor and two
Members to join the City Council as it addresses complex projects, critical
policy issues, and at least three significant cha llenges facing every municipal
government today:
1. How can we meet the needs of our residents and businesses, but spend
less money?
2. How do we serve the public’s best interests when the public itself is
unclear or divided about those interests?
3. With public trust in government at its lowest point in 50 years, how do
we strengthen good government in this City and build public trust in its
leaders?
Wise and sustainable solutions to these issues will require robust public
discussion, constructive Council deliberations, and trustworthy leadership. For
candidates, the challenge of Campaign 2010 is to give voters the information
they need to elect a Council they trust. For voters, the challenge of Campaign
2010 is to elect leaders who will work every day at their best for all the people
of Santa Clara.
Honorable campaigns are the best guarantee that Campaign 2010 will meet
these challenges. Candidates and v oters have told us repeatedly over the past
ten years that honest, fair, and respectful campaigns are a prerequisite for
good government in Santa Clara. Three City surveys show clearly that ethical
campaigns are fundamental to building public trust in the candidate, the
Council, and the City. Public trust grows as candidates demonstrate trustworthy
leadership from the top , deep regard for what the public thinks , promisekeeping, and an active commitment to putting the people and the City first.
Like any political race, h onorable campaign s can be hard-fought, passionately
argued, and competitive. The fight, however, is about issues; the argument is
over the best way to meet public needs; and the competition is between
generous and talented neighbors in a race to provide public service.
This Candidate Guide to Building Public Trust is a set of important resources and
short articles to help Santa Clara candidates conduct honorable campaig ns in the
best interests of the City. The Guide presents need-to-know information,
important dates, useful tools and other mate rial.
Whether this is your first campaign or your fifth, you will find this Guide worth
reading, applying, guiding, and challenging you and your campaign to be at your
best every day promoting good government and building public trust in Santa
Clara.
Candidates will discuss the Guide on August 24 t h (see p. 3). For any other
questions, contact the City’s Ethics Consultant, Dr. Tom Shanks (see p. 19).
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B. P ROG R AM C A LE N D A R
Please plan now to attend these events of central importance to the City’s Campaign
Ethics and Vote Ethics Programs. All will be held in Council Chambers. Additional details
and ground -rules will be sent prior to each event.

1. AUGUST 24, 2010

7:00-9:30 P.M.

CAMPAIGN LEADERSHIP FOR PUBLIC TRUST: STRATEGIES FOR
CONDUCTING AN HONORABLE POLITICAL CAMPAIGN IN 2010
This is the core wor kshop for all candidates, consultants, and key volunteers, as well as
members of the public and media. It is very important that all six candidates attend.
Candidates are invited to bring key volunteers. Participants will discuss campaign behav ior
that strengthens or harms public trust, as well as practical strategies for running successful
and honorable campaigns. Candidates will be asked to identify specific campaign behaviors
to practice and to avoid, review the resident checklist for assessing campaigns, and will
discuss effective repudiation of third party attacks. Cand idates will be invited to sign the
City’s Code of Ethics & Values and the State’s voluntary Code of Fair Campaign Practices.

2. SEPTEMBER 20, 2010

7:00-9:00 P.M.

CANDIDATES FORUM
By City of Santa Clara policy, a single televised Candidates Forum is allowed to be held
in Council Chambers, to be broadcast live on Municipal Cable Channel 15 and re broadcast four times. The League of Women Voters or another neutral outside
organization organizes this Forum. The Forum will be for candidates for City of Santa
Clara elected office o nly .

2. NOVEMBER 1, 2010

7:00-9:00 P.M.

FINAL WORD FORUM
This public, televised Forum focuses on how well candidates fulfilled the promises they
made to conduct honest, fair, and respectful campaigns. Dr. Shanks will select topics for
discussio n with assistance from the League of Women Voters and other neutral t hird
parties who neither support nor oppose candidates. Open for discussion are any mailers
received in the final week before the electio n, as well as campaign materials or strategies
that raise issues of ho nesty, fairness and respect from any time during the campaign. No
questions are taken at the event, but candidates and citizens are invited to suggest issues
and compliments ahead of time .

3. JANUARY 5, 2011

7:00-9:00 P.M.

POST-ELECTION DEBRIEF SESSION
All candidates , residents, Council members, media, and other interested parties are
invited to attend this open public debriefing . Having had enough time to gain some
perspective on the election, we will discuss behaviors that made us proud, built public
trust, and advanced the Cit y’s values. We also begin to develop a vision for the next
election and the practical strategies to acco mplish it. It is important for all candidates to
attend this sessio n, regardless of the outco me of the election.
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C. H O W DI D I BU I L D P U BL I C T RU S T T O D AY ?
Santa Clara's Ethics & Values Program is a public trust program. Its purpose is to
foster the public’s confident reliance that their government works at all times, in
public and in private, only for the best interests of all the people of Santa Clara. (The
italics are the way we define public trust in Santa Clara.)
In Santa Clara, b uilding public trust and fostering good government are part of
everyone’s job description.

WHY IS PUBLIC TRUST SO IMPORTANT?
Ours is a government of the people . The people select representatives to work
together for the best interests of all. From a purely practical point of view, voters
need to trust their representatives enough to let the elected official do his or her
job without constant monitoring.
Public trust is much more than just a practical concern. It is an absolute necessity.
No public official or government at any level can succeed or survive without public
trust. The authority to govern, the Declaration of Independence says, comes from
the “consent of the governed.” Voters give that authority only to people they trust.
The U.S. Constitution is the document “We the People” wrote containing the
detailed rules for how the authority to govern was to be administered. The people
trust every government official to operate according to the people’s rules . Article 2
of the California Constitution makes this point clearly and specifies what happens
when people lose trust in their government:
All political power is inherent in the people. Government is instituted
for their protection, security, and benefit, and they have the right to
alter or reform it when the public good may require.
Consequently, public trust, like good government and ethical leadership, is not an
add-on, an optional extra, or an occa sional concern. It must be a central concern
for everyone who seeks or holds public office. To ignore public trust, take it for
granted, or do anything less than actively build it creates unnecessary risk for the
success of your campaign and the government you wish to join. To make public
trust a part of every decision and decision-making process during and after the
campaign, ask the right questions at the right time:


“How will this action build public trust? Why is it the right thing to do?” Ask
yourself (and have close associates ask you) these two questions before you
comment about an opponent, publish a flier, finalize your campaign strategy,
agree to a volunteer’s suggestion , or decide to speak.



“How did I build public trust today?” can spark a powerful daily reflection on
the positive impact of your campaign and your public service . It can also lead to
a candidate’s own personal assessment of areas for improvement, skills to
learn, and other ways to commit to the continuous improvement process the
City adopted when it began to implement the Code of Ethics & Values .
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D. B U I L DI NG P U B LI C T RU S T I N S AN T A C LA R A
The City of Santa Clara Good Government Survey , conducted over the last three
election cycles, found that public trust in Santa Clara rests on six beliefs residents
hold about the City, City officials, and candidates. Trust rises or falls to the extent
that residents perceive that:
1. City officials follow the law . The
law is the minimum expectation, the
“floor,” not the “ceiling.” Breaking
the law destroys public trust, but
simply following the law does not
actively promote it.
To earn public trust, City officials must
be able to say more than, “We followed
the law today.” Through actions first,
and then words, City officials and
candidates must be able to show that they:
2. have deep regard and respect for the public, especially for what the public
thinks and says
3. work tirelessly to create an excellent quality of life in the City
4. deliver consistently superb City se rvices
5. conduct, support, and endorse honorable candidates and political campaigns
6. act with integrity, display impeccable ethics, and show respect to one another
and City staff.
If any one of these six fundamentals declines or disappears, public trust tumbles.
Once weakened or destroyed, public trust takes a very long time to grow.
Public trust is the result of positive action, not empty words. It grows when the
people have regular experiences of what they judge to be honorable campaigns,
good government, and trustworthy leadership. Attempts to manipulate public trust
and treat it like public relations “spin” will usually backfire and hurt public trust
more. So, the first rule for Santa Clara candidates is “Actively build good
government and public trust.”
The second rule is, “Communicate your commitment to good government and
public trust.” If government officials never talk about what they have done to
foster public trust , most members of the public will never know. Give the public
action-based reasons they should trust you, your Council, your City, and
government at large.
One way to do this is to d escribe the question you asked yourself (“How will this
action build public trust ?”), why you asked it, how you arrived at the answer, the
answer you reached, and the action you took. Another way is to publicly recognize
someone in your campaign for the “Good Government” action of the week.
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E. T HE U RG E NT NE E D T O F OS T E R P U B LI C T RU S T I N 20 1 0
Public trust is most at risk during political campaigns. Residents believe campaign
conduct has improved over the last three elections. Yet, the majority still believes
candidates lie about themselves and about their opponents. Large numbers believe
candidates would do anything to win and will take no action to prevent or stop
supporters from unfairly attacking opponents.
Public trust is even more at
risk in Campaign 2010
because, as the chart shows,
public trust in government
at all levels has now
dropped to its lowest point
in 50 years. In April, NPR
reported that just 22% of
American people said that
the government can be
trusted to do the right
thing. By July, according to
the Gallup Poll, the number
had dropped to 11%.
Mirroring the seismic displeasure of Am ericans with their government, this past
April the national Rasmussen Poll reported that government ethics and corruption
had become the most important issue for Americans (84%), more important than
the economy (81%) and healthcare (72%).
Most alarming for local
government officials are
recent Gallup poll and Public
Policy Institute of California
data showing that trust in
local government is also
dropping.
Local trust is traditionally very
stable, with just under 70%
having high trust. The chart
shows a drop of 10% in the
last year alone. The economic
crisis is likely to add
momentum to that slide.
The fragile nature of public trust makes it imperative that candidates do no further
harm. A strong case can also be made that candidates must do more than t he
minimum. In addition to avoiding u ntrustworthy conduct, candidates might take
concrete action to rebuild trust in local government. Candidates might consider
asking volunteers or the public for suggestions the candidate could implement.
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F. T RU S T W O RT HY LE A DE RS HI P
What residents expect from the City is good government. What they look for in
candidates is trustworthy leadership. The Code of Ethics & Values was designed as
a practical guide to both.
To develop the Code, the City asked itself: When we are at our best earning the
public’s trust as City officials, City staff, and candidates, what core values do we
practice? How do we treat one another and City residents?

Trustworthy Leaders
Residents said that public trust increases
when City officials:


Are honest and tell the truth to citizens,
colleagues, and staff;



Are dependable and do what they say they
will do;



Make prudent financial decisions, taking into
account both short -term needs and long -term
financial stability;



Act with integrity , and s eek to do the right
thing for the City in public and in private;



Take responsibility for their actions, even
when it is uncomfortable or unpo pular to do
so;



Make impartial decisions, free of any
interests that might compromise or appear to
compromise thei r independence of judgment;



Are accountable, willing to explain actions
and to accept fair co nsequences when they
make mistakes.

After a lengthy public process,
the City reached consensus on
its core values: At our best,
we are ethical, professional,
service-oriented, fiscally
responsible, organized,
communicative, collaborative,
and progressive.
The ethical core value
provides the answer to how
candidates and public officials
treat one another and City
residents. The behaviors which
foster public trust are listed in
order of importance in the
Trustworthy Leaders chart.
For each City value, t he Code
lists the core character traits
residents expect to see in a
leader who practices that
value.

Residents also expect the
same values and behaviors
from candidates. For example,
first-time candidates may not
have had the opportunity to make Council-level financial decisions, but voters
expect all candidates to follow the Campaign Finance Ordinance, file accurate
financial reports, and make good decisions about money spent during and after the
campaign.
The Behavioral Standards for Council Members (included in the Additional
Resources section beginning on p. 26 ) is another important tool. For each of the
Code’s values and character traits, a representative list of specific Council
behaviors that build public trust in that area are listed, along with specific
behaviors to avoid. The lists are no t exhaustive, but they give Co uncil member s
and residents enough examples to judge areas of strength and areas for further
development. Candidates should become familiar with these behavioral standards.
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G. G OO D G OVE R NM E NT G U I D I NG P RI NC I P LE S
The Code of Ethics & Values takes a core values approach: it names the value,
describes important character traits, and identifies representative behaviors.
The Good Government Guiding
Principles take a different approach
and are used for practical decision making. These are norms or principles
which prescribe a particular course of
action and provide more specific
guidance for behavior. The Golden
Rule, “Treat others as you want to be
treated,” is another useful principle
and is found in most cultures on the
planet.
These principles build relationships,
protect individuals and communities,
and consider both the end result and the means we used to get there. They are
built on law, have stood the test of time, and cut across cu ltures.
They can be particularly helpful
when the decision is difficult,
when someone will be hurt no
matter what the decision-maker
does, or when decision-makers
need to choose between two good
options.
In the chart to the left (taken
from the City's Pocket Card on p.
18), good government principles
are used as standards to assess
how well the decision promotes
good government .
After making sure the decision is
legal, the decision -maker goes
through the first three bullets in
the process.
The decision-maker then identifies the two most likely courses of action and uses
the good government principles to evaluate each one. The sustainable action or
policy is the one that satisfies all of the principles: It does more good than harm,
treats individuals with dignity and respect, is fair, treats everyone the same, is best
for the community as a whole, and advances the City’s Core Values.
When we meet all principles, everyone wins . If the decision must cause harm, we
go out of our way to impose the lightest burden possible. Sustainable solutions
require imagination, tenacity, and courage by candidates and elected officials.
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H. B I G I DE A : T HE H A BI T S O F T R U S T W OR T HY LE AD E R S H I P
One of the big ideas behind the success of the City’s Ethics & Values Program is
that trustworthy leadership is a continuous improvement process, involving four
skills which, over time, can
become habits for trustworthy
TRANSLATE CODE VALUES
leaders. Think of them as four
INTO DAILY ACTIONS
questions to ask about any
campaign or policy decision:
1. Is this consistent with the City’s core
BE ABLE TO EXPLAIN
MAKE SUSTAINABLE
CLEARLY WHY THE
values and trustworthy leadership
DECISIONS
USING GOOD
DECISION FOSTERS TRUST
GOVERNMENT
behaviors?
AND GOOD
PRINCIPLES
GOVERNMENT
2. Is my decision consistent with good
government principles? Why is it
the right thing to do?
LEARN NEW SKILLS
3. Have I communicated why this is a
AFTER IDENTIFYING
OBSTACLES &
trustworthy decision?
MISALIGNMENTS
4. If I dropped the ball or made a
mistake, what skill do I need to
learn and what have I done to learn it or to improve it in my campaign?

I. C AM P AI G N E T HI C S P R OM I S E S
With public trust, good government, and trustworthy leadership as the goals,
candidates are invited to “voluntarily endorse, subscri be to, and solemnly pledge ”
that they will follow the specific practices described in the State’s Code of Fair
Campaign Practices and the City’s Code of Ethics & Values . (These documents can
be found on the following pages .)
At the August 24 t h workshop, candidates are invited to sign both documents . A
candidate who signs these documents:



Publicly commits to conducting a campaign that meets or exceeds the values and practices
described in these Codes
Invites the public to hold him or her accountable in the ballot box for building public trust by
meeting or exceeding the principles and practices in the two Codes

Note that the State of California recently expanded Practice 3 of t he Code of Fair
Campaign Practices. Candidates and their supporters sh ould take steps to prevent
negative prejudice of any kind toward individuals or their associates .
OLD VERSION

NEW VERSION

I SHALL NOT USE OR PERMIT
any appeal to negative
prejudice based on race, sex,
religion, national origin,
physical health status, or age.

I SHALL NOT USE OR PERMIT any appeal to negative prejudice based on a
candidate's actual or perceived race, religious creed, color, national origin,
ancestry, physical disability, mental disability, medical condition, marital status,
age, sexual orientation, sex, including gender identity, or any other characteristic
set forth in Section 12940 of the Government Code, or association with another
person who has any of the actual or perceived characteristics set forth in Section
12940 of the Government Code.
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City of Santa Clara, CA
Code of Ethics & Values
City Council approval April 4, 2000; modified August 21, 2001

PREAMBLE
The proper operation of democratic government requires that decision-makers be independent,
impartial, and accountable to the people they serve. The City of Santa Clara has adopted this Code of
Ethics and Values to promote and maintain the highest standards of personal and professional conduct in
the City’s government. All elected and appointed officials, City employees, volunteers, and others who
participate in the city’s government are required to subscribe to this Code, understand how it applies to
their specific responsibilities, and practice its eight core values in their work. Because we seek public
confidence in the City’s services and public trust of its decision-makers, our decisions and our work must
meet the most demanding ethical standards and demonstrate the highest levels of achievement in
following this code.
1. AS A REPRESENTATIVE OF THE CITY OF SANTA CLARA, I WILL BE ETHICAL.
In practice, this value looks like:
a. I am trustworthy, acting with the utmost integrity and moral courage.
b. I am truthful, do what I say I will do, and am dependable.
c. I make impartial decisions, free of bribes, unlawful gifts, narrow political interests, and
financial and other personal interests that impair my independence of judgment or action.
d. I am fair, distributing benefits and burdens according to consistent and equitable criteria.
e. I extend equal opportunities and due process to all parties in matters under consideration. If I
engage in unilateral meetings and discussions, I do so without making voting decisions.
f. I show respect for persons, confidences, and information designated as “confidential.”
g. I use my title(s) only when conducting official City business, for information purposes, or as an
indication of background and expertise, carefully considering whether I am exceeding or
appearing to exceed my authority.
2. AS A REPRESENTATIVE OF THE CITY OF SANTA CLARA, I WILL BE PROFESSIONAL.
In practice, this value looks like:
a. I apply my knowledge and expertise to my assigned activities and to the interpersonal
relationships that are part of my job in a consistent, confident, competent, and productive
manner.
b. I approach my job and work-related relationships with a positive attitude.
c. I keep my professional knowledge and skills current and growing.
3. AS A REPRESENTATIVE OF THE CITY OF SANTA CLARA, I WILL BE SERVICE-ORIENTED.
In practice, this value looks like:
a. I provide friendly, receptive, courteous service to everyone.
b. I am attuned to, and care about, the needs and issues of citizens, public officials, and city
workers.
c. In my interactions with constituents, I am interested, engaged, and responsive.
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4. AS A REPRESENTATIVE OF THE CITY OF SANTA CLARA, I WILL BE FISCALLY RESPONSIBLE.
In practice, this value looks like:
a. I make decisions after prudent consideration of their financial impact, taking into account the
long-term financial needs of the City, especially its financial stability.
b. I demonstrate concern for the proper use of City assets (e.g., personnel, time, property,
equipment, funds) and follow established procedures.
c. I make good financial decisions that seek to preserve programs and services for City residents.
5. AS A REPRESENTATIVE OF THE CITY OF SANTA CLARA, I WILL BE ORGANIZED.
In practice, this value looks like:
a. I act in an efficient manner, making decisions and recommendations based upon research and
facts, taking into consideration short and long term goals.
b. I follow through in a responsible way, keeping others informed, and responding in a timely
fashion.
c. I am respectful of established City processes and guidelines.
6. AS A REPRESENTATIVE OF THE CITY OF SANTA CLARA, I WILL BE COMMUNICATIVE.
In practice, this value looks like:
a. I convey the City’s care for and commitment to its citizens.
b. I communicate in various ways that I am approachable, open-minded and willing to participate
in dialog.
c. I engage in effective two-way communication, by listening carefully, asking questions, and
determining an appropriate response which adds value to conversations.
7. AS A REPRESENTATIVE OF THE CITY OF SANTA CLARA, I WILL BE COLLABORATIVE.
In practice, this value looks like:
a. I act in a cooperative manner with groups and other individuals, working together in a spirit of
tolerance and understanding.
b. I work towards consensus building and gain value from diverse opinions.
c. I accomplish the goals and responsibilities of my individual position, while respecting my role
as a member of a team.
d. I consider the broader regional and State-wide implications of the City’s decisions and issues.
8. AS A REPRESENTATIVE OF THE CITY OF SANTA CLARA, I WILL BE PROGRESSIVE.
In practice, this value looks like:
a. I exhibit a proactive, innovative approach to setting goals and conducting the City’s business.
b. I display a style that maintains consistent standards, but is also sensitive to the need for
compromise, “thinking outside the box,” and improving existing paradigms when necessary.
c. I promote intelligent and thoughtful innovation in order to forward the City’s policy agenda
and City services.
Signature_____________________________

Printed Name ______________________________

Date: ____________________ Date of Election: ___________________________________________
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California Code
Chapter 5: Fair Campaign Practices 1
ELECTIONS CODE 20400-20444
20400. The Legislature declares that the purpose of this chapter is to encourage every candidate for
public office in this state to subscribe to the Code of Fair Campaign Practices.
It is the ultimate intent of the Legislature that every candidate for public office in this state who
subscribes to the Code of Fair Campaign Practices will follow the basic principles of decency, honesty,
and fair play in order that, after vigorously contested, but fairly conducted campaigns, the citizens of this
state may exercise their constitutional right to vote, free from dishonest and unethical practices which
tend to prevent the full and free expression of the will of the voters.
The purpose in creating the Code of Fair Campaign Practices is to give voters guidelines in determining
fair play and to encourage candidates to discuss issues instead of untruths or distortions.

20420. As used in this chapter, "Code" means the Code of Fair Campaign Practices.
20440. At the time an individual is issued his or her declaration of candidacy, nomination papers, or
any other paper evidencing an intention to be a candidate for public office, the elections official shall
give the individual a blank form of the code and a copy of this chapter. The elections official shall inform
each candidate for public office that subscription to the code is voluntary.
In the case of a committee making an independent expenditure, as defined in Section 82031 of the
Government Code, the Secretary of State shall provide a blank form and a copy of this chapter to the
individual filing, in accordance with Title 9 (commencing with Section 81000) of the Government Code,
an initial campaign statement on behalf of the committee.
The text of the code shall read, as follows:

1

Retrieved May 24, 2010 from http://www.leginfo.ca.gov/cgibin/calawquery?codesection=elec&codebody=&hits=20
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CODE OF FAIR CAMPAIGN PRACTICES
There are basic principles of decency, honesty, and fair play which every candidate for public office in
the State of California has a moral obligation to observe and uphold in order that, after vigorously
contested but fairly conducted campaigns, our citizens may exercise their constitutional right to a free
and untrammeled choice and the will of the people may be fully and clearly expressed on the issues.
THEREFORE:
(1) I SHALL CONDUCT my campaign openly and publicly, discussing the issues as I see them,
presenting my record and policies with sincerity and frankness, and criticizing without fear or
favor the record and policies of my opponents or political parties that merit this criticism.
(2) I SHALL NOT USE OR PERMIT the use of character defamation, whispering campaigns, libel,
slander, or scurrilous attacks on any candidate or his or her personal or family life.
(3) I SHALL NOT USE OR PERMIT any appeal to negative prejudice based on a candidate's actual or
perceived race, religious creed, color, national origin, ancestry, physical disability, mental
disability, medical condition, marital status, age, sexual orientation, sex, including gender
identity, or any other characteristic set forth in Section 12940 of the Government Code, or
association with another person who has any of the actual or perceived characteristics set forth
in Section 12940 of the Government Code.
(4) I SHALL NOT USE OR PERMIT any dishonest or unethical practice that tends to corrupt or
undermine our American system of free elections, or that hampers or prevents the full and free
expression of the will of the voters including acts intended to hinder or prevent any eligible
person from registering to vote, enrolling to vote, or voting.
(5) I SHALL NOT coerce election help or campaign contributions for myself or for any other
candidate from my employees.
(6) I SHALL IMMEDIATELY AND PUBLICLY REPUDIATE support deriving from any individual or group
that resorts, on behalf of my candidacy or in opposition to that of my opponent, to the methods
and tactics that I condemn. I shall accept responsibility to take firm action against any
subordinate who violates any provision of this code or the laws governing elections.
(7) I SHALL DEFEND AND UPHOLD the right of every qualified American voter to full and equal
participation in the electoral process.
I, the undersigned, candidate for election to public office in the State of California or treasurer or
chairperson of a committee making any independent expenditures, hereby voluntarily endorse,
subscribe to, and solemnly pledge myself to conduct my campaign in accordance with the above
principles and practices.
_____________ __________________________________
Date
Signature
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20441. The Secretary of State shall print, or cause to be printed, blank forms of the code. The
Secretary of State shall supply the forms to the elections officials in quantities and at times requested
by the elections officials.

20442. The elections official shall accept, at all times prior to the election, all completed forms that
are properly subscribed to by a candidate for public office and shall retain them for public inspection
until 30 days after the election.

20443. Every code subscribed to by a candidate for public office pursuant to this chapter is a public
record open for public inspection.

20444. In no event shall a candidate for public office be required to subscribe to or endorse the
code.

ELECTIONS CODE 20500-20502
20500. The provisions of Part 2 (commencing with Section 43) of Division 1 of the Civil Code, relating
to libel and slander, are fully applicable to any campaign advertising or communication.

20501. (a) A candidate or state measure proponent is liable for any slander or libel committed by a
committee that is controlled by that candidate or state measure proponent as defined by Section
82016 of the Government Code if the candidate or state measure proponent willfully and knowingly
directs or permits the libel or slander.
(b) A person who is a sponsor of a sponsored committee, as defined by Section 82048.7 of
the Government Code, is liable for any slander or libel committed by the sponsored committee if the
sponsor willfully and knowingly directs or permits the libel or slander.

20502. (a) In any action for libel or slander brought by a candidate, the willingness or unwillingness
of the defendant to retract or correct a communication made in the course of a campaign, and his or
her action in doing so, shall be admissible in evidence in the exemplary damages phase of a bifurcated
trial.
(b) The remedy provided by this section is in addition to any other remedy provided by law.
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J. L E A DE RS HI P F RO M T HE T OP : TH E C O U NC I L O F T R US T
Leadership from the top is the single most important element in building public
trust. So, when the City Council decided ten years ago to focus on campaign ethics,
it recognized the importance of the actions and words of sitting City Council
members during an election. Every Council since then has promised to follow the
guidelines in the document below, whether they were a candidate, supporter, or
endorser. At the Council meeting on August 31, the current Council will discuss the
document and adapt it, if neces sary, for the issues facing the City this election.
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K. V OT E R C HE C K LI S T
Vote Ethics, the City’s information outreach program to residents, summarizes these
promises as a checklist , seen below in the 2008 flyer. This year’s flyer may be
different, but the checklist will be very close to the one below.
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L. T E S T Y O U R S E LF : P R AC T I C A L E T HI C S I N S A NT A C L AR A
The page below was used in an early campaign ethics workshop. Use it now to test
your understanding. It takes an earlier version of the State’s Code (in the left
column), identifies core values behind the specific practice (middle column), and asks
whether the campaign practice (right column) is consistent with the promise and the
value. In other words, if I pledge X, because the City val ues Y, is campaign practice Z
appropriate? Test your understanding.
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M. A DE C I S I ON - M A K I NG T O O L: P O C K E T C A R D
Another useful tool is the Fostering Public Trust pocket card. It has been distributed
to the City Council, Commissioners, City staff, and others involved in City
government. While it may seem a bit large to be a true “pocket card,” it was
designed to be folded in half. One side focuses on good government decision-making
and the other on the City’s core values. The two questions at the top of the page are
especially recommended to evaluate the ethics of your campaign decisions.
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N. E T HI C S C O NS U L T A NT R O LE AN D C ONT AC T I NF O R M AT I O N
Candidates are responsi ble for the ethics of their campaigns, the content of flyers
and other campaign materials, and any follow -up action to complaints.
Dr. Shanks is a resource for all candidates, as described in the list below, approved by
the Council prior to the last elect ion. He facilitates communication between
candidates and can help candidates think through the ethical implications of
decisions
they are
about to
make.
He will not
look at
campaign
materials prior
to publication.
Candidates are
welcome to
discuss
concerns they
have prior to
publication.
Please be sure
to add Dr.
Shanks to
campaign
mailing lists.
His address is
6241 Ginashell
Circle, San
José, CA
95119.
If you need to
reach him,
please call
between 8 am
and 10 pm
daily on his
cell phone at
408-529-5318
or his home
phone 408300-1603.
Voicemail and email are available for messages. Email is teshanks@comcast.net.
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O. C A ND I D AT E C OM M U NI C AT I O N A N D C O M P L AI NT S
Candidates sometimes ask whether conducting a campaign that fosters public trust
means that the candidates or campaign must be “nice.” They also ask whether they
can be critical or “negative” about an opponent.
An honorable campaign does not have to be nice. It can be critical or negative about
an opponent’s record, policy position, or plan. The only requirement is that the
candidate is truthful, accurate, fair, and respectful of the opponent as a neighbor and
fellow volunteer for public service. As it says in the State’s Code of Fair Campaign
Practices, candidates may criticize the opponent’s record. What they may not do is
fabricate or distort the record.
If a candidate believes his or her record has been distorted by an opponent, the best
advice is to make direct contact with the opponent. M uch damage is done by
hearsay, rumors, or taking it on faith from a volunteer who tells you Candidate X said
this or that about you. Most hearsay is not accurate. As it says in The Council of
Trust, get the facts before you jump to conclusions and take a ction that may damage
public trust. Be especially cautious before labeling an opponent or a campaign as
“unethical.” Spurious et hics charges during a campaign almost always create a no win situation for everyone involved.
On occasion, a candidate may get the facts and believe he or she has been unfairly
characterized or their record distorted. If possible, raise this issue with your
opponent. If that is not appropriate, candidates may make a written (email)
complaint to the Consultant about somethi ng an opponent has said or published and
which raises questions of honesty, fairness, respect, or public trust. A copy of the
original flyer or other piece should be included, if possible.
In such situations,
the Consultant tries
to initiate direct
communication
between candidates
through email,
phone, or a facilitated conversation. If direct communication between candidates is
not possible, the Consultant follows up with both parties to be sure that facts are
clear, to clarify statements which are not factually true and whe re documentation is
available. It is the candidate’s decision to take action, if any, in response to a
complaint. If the candidate takes no action, the person aggrieved may make a
political issue of it and may submit the issue for p otential discussion at the Final
Word Forum.
Please do not use this complaint process or the Consultant as part of your political
strategy. The Consultant is there to assist in communication and conflict resolution. He
will not get involved in political efforts to harass an opponent, in campaign strategies,
or in legitimate criticisms of each other’s records, policies, or qualifications.
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P. V O TE E TH I C S P R OG R AM A DM I N I S T R AT I ON
This year, for the third consecutive
election, the City will continue its
Vote Ethics information outreach
program for residents. Program
goals are listed in the box .
Deputy City Manager Carol
McCarthy and City Clerk/ City
Auditor Rod Diridon, Jr. are co directors of the Ethics & Values
Program, delegated by City Manager
Jennifer Sparacino. The City Clerk is
also the City’s Elections Officer. His
duties are described in material
distributed to candidates from his
office.

2010 VOTE ETHICS GOALS


Increase the public’s trust in municipal government
by encouraging honorable campaigns, ethical
leadership, and candidate accountability



Educate and encourage candidates on how to run
an honest and fair campaign which respects fellow
candidates, the public and the office they
seek



Educate and encourage voters to consider ethics
and values in evaluating candidate qualifications



Increase community awareness of Santa Clara’s
overall Ethics Program

 Raise candidate awareness of ethical issues and
The Deputy City Manager develops
provide ethical decision-making skills which are
the Communication Plan and
transferable to work on the City Council
materials, oversees the contract
with Dr. Shanks, receives any
 Obtain additional regional, state and/or national
resident complaints, and handles
recognition of the City of Santa Clara for its
many other staff responsibilities .
commitment to the Vote Ethics program and its
The City Clerk makes presentations
creative approach to improving the program
to community groups about the Vote
(considering budget constraints)
Ethics Program, encourages voters
to register to vote, and is a member of the Program Planning Team with the Deputy
City Manager and the Ethics Consultant. Senior Staff Aide Jashma Kadam is another
key member of the team and works closely with the two Co-Directors and Dr. Shanks.
The Ethics & Values Program is a non -partisan, non-political educational program.
Neither the Program nor any staff connected with the Program is involved with the
City’s politics.
The City Manager wor ks closely with the Council Ethics Committee, which makes
recommendations for Council action about the Ethics & Values Program. During the
election, the City Manager and Deputy City Manager are careful to avoid even the
appearance of political involvement and will not attend workshops.
The City Clerk is an elected posit ion; the Clerk will attend workshops in this role, and
is careful to avoid conflicts of interest and maintain the impartiality of his office.
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Q. V OT E RS A ND AC C O U NT A B I LI T Y
The City’s Code of Ethics & Values is a positive document, describing how City
officials and candidates already act when they are at their best. The Code commits
everyone involved with City government to a continuous improvement process and to
a shared aspiration to be at our best every day in fostering public trust.
Vote Ethics gives voters the tools they need to judge who is and who is not fulfilling
the City’s shared aspiration. It does not tell voters whom to vote for or against.
Rather, it encourages voters to let candidates know that they will vote only for those
candidates who earn their trust during the campaign.
From a positive perspective , accountability is the process whereby candidates are
responsible for their decisions and actions, submit themselves to appropriate
external scrutiny, and provide evidence of promise -keeping, rather being punished
for promise-breaking. In effect, accountability is the obligation and opportunity to
answer for a responsibility conferred, freely accepted, and fulfilled.
In other words, residents are encouraged to pay attention to the promises candidates
make when they sign the City Code and the State Code and to make ethical
campaigning a prerequisite for one’s vote. Vote Ethics is about recognizing
campaigns for doing everything they can to foster public trust, especially at a time
when trust in government is so fragile.
Vote Ethics also provides critical thinking tools to help residents evaluate candidates
and their campaigns. Residents receive this information in a four -page Vote Ethics Guide
in the City’s newspaper , Inside Santa Clara . They receive the checklist for evaluating
candidates in the utility bill and another message through a mailed piece.
In addition, letters are sent to churches and community groups in Santa Clara alerting
them to the Program. Th e Ethics Consultant and th e Elections Officer speak to groups
throughout the community. This year, Vote Ethics will also distribute information at the
City’s Farmer’s Market throughout October.
The 2008 Survey showed that the City’s website was the single most important
information source for local news during the election. So, extensive use will be made of
the City’s website , along with Cable Channel 15, as information resources for residents.
As in the last election, two sites will provide additional information on ethics and public
trust: http://www.santaclaracampaigndollars.org and http://www.voteethics.org .
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R. C OM P E T I NG F OR S E RV I C E : WI NN I NG T HE R I G HT W AY
When researchers ask candidates “What is the
purpose of a campaign?” the answer is “To win.”
When voters are asked, the answer is “To have
enough good information so that I can make my
best voting decision.” For this Guide, the
purpose of the 201 0 campaign is for all
candidates to win the right way . That means
that a candidate conducts a campaign that gives
voters truthful information, fairly represents
their record and that of their opponents, points
out relevant differences and strengths, and
demonst rates to voters why this candidate
deserves to win this competition for service as
Mayor or City Council Member.
Winning the right way means communicating
early, often, and consistently to your volunteers
and supporters what kind of a campaign you will
conduct, how they can assist you in conducting
an honorable campaign, and what you will do to
repudiate anyone who conducts an unfair,
dishonest, or disrespectful campaign on your
behalf or against an opponent.
The most difficult challenge for you and the
City’s program often comes from groups who are
not part of your campaign and with whom, by
law, you can have no contact or coordination.
The ad from the San José Mercury News
illustrates the problem. How do you repudiate
an anonymous third party who has launched an
unfair attack on an opponent in the last few days
of the campaign? Voters will often hold your
campaign responsible, even though you knew
nothing about it.
We will discuss new approaches to the dilemma of the third party attack when we mee t
on August 24 t h , but an early message to your network is important . Ask them to help you
foster public trust in Santa Clara. Tell them you are not running a crush the competition
campaign and they will not help you if they do so, either in support of you or in
opposition to someone else.
Let these groups know early and clearly how they can help your campaign build public
trust. Be equally clear about the actions you will take and the damage to your long -term
relationship with them if they harm public trust by an attack that raises questions of
honesty, fairness, or respect .
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Let them know that in the City of Santa Clara residents focus on campai gn ethics issues.
Residents expect candidates to be credible role model s for trustworthy leadership,
and that includes taking responsibility for volunteers and supporters. Let your
supporters know that public trust is at greater risk than ever in this continuing
recession and that you plan not only to avoid unfair and dishonest attacks, but you
have set the bar much higher for yourself and for them: to run a campaign that
actively promotes public trust.
Then send out your most persuasive supporters to let the third parties know that you
meant what you said. Ask them to communicate that you really don’t want an
overzealous supporter to put you in the uncomfortable position of having to explain to
the people of Santa Clara that you really didn’t know anything about an unfair negative
attack.
Let everyone involved in your campaign know that you are going to wi n the right way.
Review with them how you plan to address critical choices during the campaign, why you
are making that choice, and help them to do the same :
“Compete in a selfish struggle for power” or “Compete honorably for public service.”
“Do whatever it takes to win” or “Do the right thing to win the right way. ”
“Practice politics -as-usual” or “Practice trustworthy leadership.”
“Give voters another experience of ‘the dirty business of politics ’” or “Earn public trust
for yourself, the City, and the Council on which you will serve.”

S. A D DI T I O N AL RE S OU RC E S
Like the Code of Ethics & Values, this Guide is a living document. The following pages are reserved for
additional resources and new pages as they are developed.
As of August 17, 2010 these resources include:


Biography of Thomas E. Shanks, Ph.D.



Behavioral Standards for City Council Members
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Biography of Thomas E. Shanks, Ph.D.
Thomas Shanks, Ph.D., is an ethics, values, and organizational development consultant, facilitator, and speaker
who resides in San José, California. Since 2006, he has been President of The Ethics Company, which he founded
in 1992 as Thomas Shanks Consulting. From 1982 to 2007, he was a full-time member of the faculty at Santa
Clara University where he served as Assistant Professor of Communication (1982-1988), Associate Professor of
Communication (1988-2007), founder and first Chair (1985-1991) of the undergraduate Department of
Communication, and Senior Associate Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences (1990-1995). At the University,
Shanks taught undergraduate courses in communication ethics, new technologies, public policy, survey
research, journalism, television production, and graduate courses in Engineering Ethics.
From 1985-2002 he was also associated with the University’s Markkula Center for Applied Ethics. A founding
member of the Center’s Steering Committee (1985-1992), Shanks served as the Center’s second Executive
Director (1992-1999), and then as Director of Business and Public Policy Programs (1999-2000), and Senior
Fellow in Business Ethics and Public Policy (2000-2002). He was a Senior Scholar with the Washington, D.C.,
Ethics Resource Center (1999-2002) and has been an expert witness in two legal cases involving ethics.
In 1999, the San Jose Mercury News recognized his ethics work by naming him as one of the Millennium 100,
approximately 100 people over the last century who have “made Silicon Valley what it is today” and wrote, “As
Executive Director from 1992-1999, Shanks elevated the (Ethics) Center into the region’s standard bearer for
teaching the value of ethical conduct – not only in high technology, but also in the health industry, government,
banking, public service and other disciplines” (S.J. Mercury News, December 19, 1999.)
Since 1998, Shanks has been ethics consultant to the City of Santa Clara (CA) for a unique non-partisan,
nonpolitical educational program in ethical decision-making and values-based management for local
government officials, City staff, and candidates for political office. The International City Management
Association chose the Santa Clara program as one of its “Best Practices Case Studies” in 2000. In 2002 and then
again in 2007, the League of California Cities honored the City’s programs in campaign ethics and “Vote Ethics”
with the Helen Putnam Award for Excellence. In 2002, the United Nations included Santa Clara’s program as one
of just two “best practice” programs in campaign ethics world-wide.
From January 2004 to March 2005 he worked with the City of Milpitas (CA) on developing and implementing a
Code of Ethics and an accountability process for public officials and candidates. He has also worked extensively
with the Santa Clara County Library System, the County’s Early Childhood Local Planning Council, and conducted
ethics and team-building workshops for the League of California Cities, and the Cities of Sunnyvale, San Carlos,
Mountain View, and San Mateo, Leadership Santa Clara, Leadership Los Gatos, and the Counties of Santa Clara,
San Mateo, Sonoma, and Santa Barbara. In late 2007, he began on-going work with the Cities of Atascadero and
Rancho Palos Verdes on conflict resolution, teambuilding, and public trust.
His corporate clients have included Juniper Networks, the Charles Schwab Corporation, Edwards Lifesciences
Inc., the Investment Management Consultants’ Association, and the start-up technology company, Propel,
whose ethics and values program was featured in a cover story in SV (Silicon Valley), the Sunday magazine of the
San Jose Mercury News (“Value Judgments: Do Well or Do Right?”, April 16, 2000, pp. 8-16.) From 1993-2002,
he advised the Tech Museum of Innovation in San Jose, California, on the integration of ethics throughout the
museum. In 1995, he established the Applied Ethics Center at O’Connor Hospital and served as the Chair of its
Steering Committee until 2002.
Shanks writes regularly about ethics, values, and communication. He authored or co-authored a series of
articles and cases (especially Everyday Ethics, Thinking Ethically, Framework for Ethical Decision-Making) for
the Markkula Center’s Issues in Ethics, which have been distributed widely through the Internet. He is
currently writing a book, titled: At Our Best: Local Governments, Ethics, and Public Trust.
From 1967-1999, Shanks was a member of the Society of Jesus, commonly known as the Jesuits, a Roman
Catholic group of priests and brothers with a specialty in education. He served as a Jesuit priest from 19771999. He has a B.A. in Philosophy and Psychology from Saint Louis University (1971), an M.S. in Education
from Fordham University in New York City (1975), a Master of Divinity from the Jesuit School of Theology at
Berkeley (1977), and a Ph.D. in Communication Theory and Research from Stanford University (1985).
6241 GINASHELL CIRCLE
SAN JOSÉ, CA 95119-1236

TESHANKS@COMCAST.NET

408-529-53 18
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City of Santa Clara
PROGRAM IN ETHICS & VALUES

BEHAVIORAL STANDARDS FOR CITY COUNCIL MEMBERS 1
INTRODUCTION
Ten years ago, the City of Santa Clara began its ethics and values program to foster
public trust by promoting and maintaining the highest standards of personal and
professional conduct. Since the adoption of the Code of Ethics & Values in 2000,
the City Council has promised the people of Santa Clara that Council Members, all
elected and appointed officials, candidates for public office, and City Staff will meet
the most demanding ethical standards and demonstrate the highest levels of
achievement in practicing eight core values identified in the Code.
Those values, which are fundamental to public trust, were adopted to guide the
decisions and actions of individual Council Members and the Council as a whole.
City Council and City Staff have worked hard to integrate these values into the
everyday operating culture of City Hall. The City has conducted extensive outreach
to residents encouraging them to hold public officials accountable at the ballot box
for being credible role models for these values, in word and in deed, in public or in
private.
To help the Council make these values real in their regular work with the City, the
Code describes for each value a basic set of character traits and actions residents can
expect to see Council Members meet and exceed.
This document translates these traits and actions into concrete behavioral standards
for the City Council. These standards describe what impeccable leadership ethics
looks like in the everyday work of the Council. They reflect commonly accepted “best
practices,” rather than specific issues or problems the Council has faced. The list
seeks to include enough positive behaviors to practice (and negative behaviors to
avoid) that a reasonable person can assess how credible he or she is as a role model
and ethical leader.
This information is presented in four columns. Columns 1 and 2 reproduce the
approved Code of Ethics. Columns 3 and 4 list the behavioral standards.
1

This document is based on the Behavioral Standards for Commissioners, Boards, and Other Appointed Officials,
developed during 2000-2002, and approved by the City Council in February 2003. A representative committee of Board
Members and Commissioners, working with the City’s initial Ethics Ordinance Committee, drafted that document. It was
then revised based on extensive feedback from all Board Members, Commissioners, and Staff Liaisons. In a working session
in April, 2008, the Council used that document to develop the first draft of its own standards. The City’s Ethics Consultant,
Dr. Tom Shanks, and City Staff drafted the final version for City Council review on May 6. 2008.
Approved by City Council on May 20, 2008.
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City of Santa Clara
PROGRAM IN ETHICS & VALUES
BEHAVIORAL STANDARDS FOR CITY COUNCIL MEMBERS
The Code of Ethics & Values
1
2
City
Basic Actions and
Core Value
Character Traits

Behavioral Standards
3
Council Members Engage
in Positive Behaviors Like

As a Santa Clara representative, I will be:
Ethical
I am trustworthy, • Making careful decisions,
advancing the best long‐
acting with the
term
interests of the
utmost integrity
City,
after
considering all
and moral courage

available facts, City Staff
recommendations, and
public comment
• Voting my honest
conviction, explaining my
ethical reasoning,
respecting the minority,
and upholding the
majority as the decision
of the Council
• Vigorously debating an
issue, listening carefully
to all sides, making my
best judgment call, even
if it’s not popular, and
taking responsibility for
my actions
• Preparing to vote by
assessing how various
options advance or harm
the best interests of the
City as well as the City’s
Mission and Core Values,
working to minimize any
harm
• Finding an imaginative
solution that is in the
best interests of the
City, is fair, respects
individual rights and the
Council’s duties, and
advances City values

4
Council Members Avoid
Negative Behaviors Like

• Making hasty, ill‐
informed decisions based
on politics, bias, faulty
assumptions, prejudice,
self‐interest, gossip, and
half‐truths
• Promising my vote before
facts are known in order
to gain favor with a
crony, endorser, lobbyist,
or special interest

• Saying whatever the vocal
public wants to hear,
dodging criticism of an
unpopular vote, shifting
the blame to the
majority, other members,
or City Staff
• Always taking the short‐
term view, representing
few stakeholders,
believing ethics and City
values have no bearing on
decisions

• Saying and doing
whatever it takes, no
holds barred, to advance
one’s personal position,
power, influence or
political career
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The Code of Ethics & Values
1
2
City
Basic Actions and
Core Value
Character Traits
Ethical
(continued)

I am truthful, do
what I say I will
do, and am
dependable

I make impartial
decisions, free of
bribes, unlawful
gifts, narrow
political interests,
and financial and
other personal
interests that
impair my
independence of
judgment or action

Behavioral Standards
3
Council Members Engage
in Positive Behaviors Like

4
Council Members Avoid
Negative Behaviors Like

• Giving complete, factual,
unbiased information to
colleagues, public, and
the press

• Concealing, fabricating,
overstating, under‐
stating, or denying the
truth; spinning the truth;
leaving out context
• Promising more than can
be delivered, over‐
extending oneself, or
taking sole credit for the
work of the Council and
others

• Making promises to the
public, City Staff, and
Council members which
can be kept and do not
exceed the authority of
any individual Council
Member
• Seeking advice from the
City Attorney and City
Manager when
confronting a real or
potential conflict of
interest, and making a
full public disclosure
when the Council
considers the agenda
item
• Having declared a
conflict, leaving the dais
and Council Chambers,
so other Council
members are free of any
undue influence

I am fair,
distributing
benefits and
burdens according
to consistent and
equitable criteria

• Listening attentively to
all sides, keeping an
open mind and avoiding
even the appearance of
bias, following
precedents consistently,
treating equals equally

• Helping a friend get a
project through the
Council in return for a
donation to a campaign
fund, school or charity, or
the gift of tickets or
another perk

• Talking to fellow Council
Members prior to
declaring a conflict, and
asking them to take care
of the item in a way that
advances personal
interests
• Paying more attention to
friends’ and supporters’
projects
• Making “back room”
deals and decisions
• Giving preferential
treatment to special
interests, consultants,
and former Council
Members
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The Code of Ethics & Values
1
2
City
Basic Actions and
Core Value
Character Traits
Ethical
(continued)

Behavioral Standards
3
Council Members Engage
in Positive Behaviors Like

4
Council Members Avoid
Negative Behaviors Like

I extend equal
opportunities and
due process to all
parties in matters
under
consideration. If I
engage in
unilateral meetings
and discussions, I
do so without
making voting
decisions

• Being available to
anyone who wants to
discuss an issue, keeping
an open mind and not
committing to vote for or
against an item until
after hearing the full
public discussion

• Promoting the interests
of the business
community without first
considering the interests
of all stakeholders
• Giving special treatment
to the companies that pay
the most in taxes and to
my largest campaign
donors

I show respect for
persons,
confidences, and
information
designated as
“confidential”

• Referring media
questions on Closed
Session or other
confidential matters to
the City Manager’s
Office, rather than
saying “No Comment”

• Telling others about
Closed Session
proceedings, especially
when it is an important
issue and I want input on
how to decide
• Confirming a rumor,
remaining silent,
communicating non‐
verbally, or in other ways
providing information
that is confidential or
that the Council Member
has promised not to
reveal
• Acting based on
stereotypes, rumors,
“ancient history,” and
prior negative
experiences with an
individual or groups

• Treating the public and
City Staff, at all times,
the way I treat highly
regarded colleagues in
businesses or
professions
• Bringing to the attention
of the City Manager any
concern about the
actions or work of City
Staff, or any complaint
from the public

• Criticizing or
embarrassing the City
Manager or other City
Staff in public
• Failing to publicly
recognize extraordinary
City Staff work
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The Code of Ethics & Values
1
2
City
Basic Actions and
Core Value
Character Traits
Ethical
(continued)

Professional

Behavioral Standards
3
Council Members Engage
in Positive Behaviors Like

4
Council Members Avoid
Negative Behaviors Like

• Showing courtesy and
interest in word and
action to City Staff,
public, and elected and
appointed officials

• Complimenting the work
of a single City Staff
member when a staff
team actually did the
work

• Speaking and acting out
of the belief that City
Staff and all members of
the Council are on the
same team and
committed to doing their
best to serve residents

• Engaging publicly or
privately in personal
verbal attacks against
Council colleagues or City
Staff; interrupting while
they are speaking, rolling
eyes, demeaning them, or
in other ways treating
them inappropriately
• Using a City title when
making dinner
reservations or making
purchases
• Referring friends to City
businesses and suggesting
they mention the name of
a Council Member to get
the best prices

I use my title(s) only • Using City titles for
when conducting
identification at League
official City
meetings or when on
business, for
other official City
information
business, or when
purposes, or as an
seeking information
indication of
directly related to a
background and
Council matter from
expertise, carefully
appropriate sources
considering whether
I am exceeding or
appearing to exceed
my authority
I apply my know‐
• Preparing by reading the
ledge and expertise
agenda packet before
to my assigned
meetings
activities and to the • Asking the City Manager
interpersonal
informational questions
relationships that
ahead of time to assist in
are part of my job in being prepared
a consistent,
• Arriving on‐time to
confident,
meetings, paying
competent, and
attention and listening
productive manner
actively

• Rushing into meetings
late and being obvious
about opening the
agenda packet for the
first time or speed‐
reading the packet while
City Staff or the public
are presenting
information
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The Code of Ethics & Values
1
2
City
Basic Actions and
Core Value
Character Traits
Professional
(continued)

Behavioral Standards
3
Council Members Engage
in Positive Behaviors Like

4
Council Members Avoid
Negative Behaviors Like

• Asking questions that
will advance the
discussion, contribute to
decision‐making, and
have not been covered in
the agenda packet

• Taking no notes,
remembering little, if
any, of the information
in the agenda packet,
asking to have
information repeated
constantly
• Making little or no eye
contact with any speaker
during the meeting
• Leaving during public
comment and returning
only after it is over
• Making comments to
someone else while the
public is speaking
• Approaching Council
work half‐heartedly,
coming to meetings eager
to leave
• Short‐circuiting a
discussion; being
perceived as rude by
other Council Members,
City Staff, or the public
• Acting in a superior
manner with newly
elected Council members
• Never making time to be
responsive to residents
who want to discuss
issues

• Listening attentively to
the public, City Staff,
and other Council
members who may
speak at meetings

I approach my job
• Approaching Council
and work‐related
work informed of issues,
relationships with a
enthusiastic, energized,
positive attitude
interested, ready to
participate, and focused

I keep professional
knowledge and
skills current and
growing

• Making guests feel
welcomed at meetings
• Treating new Council
Members as colleagues,
encouraging them to
express their opinions,
and offering them
positive feedback
• Making it a priority to
attend League meetings,
Electric Joint Powers
Agency meetings, and
committees

• Assuming there is nothing
new to learn
• Going to League meetings
and conferences to be
seen, but never attending
any training
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The Code of Ethics & Values
1
2
City
Basic Actions and
Core Value
Character Traits
Professional
(continued)

Service‐Oriented

I provide friendly,
receptive,
courteous service
to everyone

I am attuned to,
and care about,
the needs and
issues of
residents, public
officials, and city
workers

Behavioral Standards
3
Council Members Engage
in Positive Behaviors Like

4
Council Members Avoid
Negative Behaviors Like

• Reading background
materials for general
preparation including
professional journals,
books, and articles

• Skipping meetings with
the City Manager,
assuming you know as
much, if not more, than
she does on this issue

• Not just answering
questions, but sharing
helpful knowledge of
Council or government
functions, even if the
person asking isn’t sure
what they need to know
• Seeking the opinions of
those who are hesitant
or unwilling to come
forward with their ideas,
but trying not to force
anyone to speak in a
public forum if they are
uncomfortable or
unprepared

• Acting like it’s a bother
anytime a resident asks a
question or when they
make inquiries about
Council/government
business

• Talking with residents
and actively listening at
City gatherings to be
aware of what is going
on in this community and
other communities

• Attending City events
and interacting
effectively with the
public, aware that others
expect Council Members
to be role‐models

• Making guests or others
feel stupid, intimidated,
dismissed, manipulated,
or demeaned by reading
the newspaper, falling
asleep, laughing at a
private joke with another
Council Member, or
repeatedly leaving the
room during discussions
• Being arrogant or
uninterested when
responding to residents
outside of City Hall about
their concerns and
debating with them to
prove them wrong or
misinformed
• Showing up late to City
events, leaving early, and
spending most of the time
talking only to one or two
friends
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1
2
City
Basic Actions and
Core Value
Character Traits

4
Council Members Avoid
Negative Behaviors Like

• Relaying things heard or
provided to the Council
or the City Manager or
other appropriate parties
for follow‐up

• Withholding important
information to use it for
narrow personal purposes
at a later time

In my interactions • Acting in a pleasant and
with constituents, I
friendly manner and
am interested,
encouraging people to
engaged, and
speak their mind;
responsive
welcoming constructive
criticism as well as
compliments
• Focusing on the speaker
and trying to see the
world as they do in order
to understand their
needs

• Through word and action,
discouraging people from
proposing what they
believe are solutions or
expressing their concerns

Service‐Oriented
(continued)

FiscallyResponsible

Behavioral Standards
3
Council Members Engage
in Positive Behaviors Like

I make decisions
after prudent
consideration of
their financial
impact, taking into
account the long‐
term financial
needs of the City,
especially its
financial stability

• Before deciding how to
vote, reviewing
cost/benefit analysis and
all related studies, along
with City Staff
recommendations

• Consider the City’s short
and long term financial
condition prior to
proposing new or
expanded City projects

• While seeming to be
engaged in one
conversation, scanning
the environment for
someone more interesting
or important to speak
with; abruptly stopping
the previous conversation
to speak with the more
important person
• Allowing other Council
members who have more
expertise in budgeting to
take the lead in budget
discussions, trusting that
they know better, and
never improving personal
expertise

• Ignoring the constraints
of the City budget when
making decisions
• Citing “budget
constraints” as the reason
for not supporting a
motion, when the real
reason is how it will look
in the next election
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1
2
City
Basic Actions and
Core Value
Character Traits
Fiscally Responsible
(continued)

I demonstrate
concern for the
proper use of City
assets (e.g.,
personnel, time,
property,
equipment, funds)
and follow
established
procedures

Behavioral Standards
3
Council Members Engage
in Positive Behaviors Like

4
Council Members Avoid
Negative Behaviors Like

• Allocating resources
according to the City’s
plan and in compliance
with the law and the
City’s goals to provide
residents with a better
environment in which to
live

• Taking advantage of any
opportunity to get
something “free” from
the City
• Seeking discounts from
the City’s vendors solely
because of my position

• Using City equipment
only for Council work,
not for personal use or
for my business

• Coming to City Hall
regularly and asking City
Staff to make just a few
copies for personal use

• Respecting City Staff
time and being especially
careful to ask the City
Manager to take on
special research or other
projects only if
convinced that this work
is critical and necessary
for the Council to better
serve the needs of
residents
• Representing the public’s
interests to the best of
my ability
• Balancing long‐term
impacts and short‐term
goals

• Asking a lot of questions
that focus on non
substantive details, being
unable to separate what’s
important from what’s
not

I make good
• Being fully aware of and
financial decisions
understanding the
that seek to
approved City budget,
preserve programs
having solicited
and services for City explanations from the
residents
City Manager, if
necessary

• Acting as if I “own” the
City or my seat on the
Council

• Taking as many trips as
possible at the City’s
expense because of a
personal feeling that the
compensation is not
sufficient and some
reward for City work is
deserved
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1
2
City
Basic Actions and
Core Value
Character Traits
Organized

Behavioral Standards
3
Council Members Engage
in Positive Behaviors Like

4
Council Members Avoid
Negative Behaviors Like

I act in an efficient • Being cognizant of the
manner, making
importance of scarce
decisions and
meeting time and
recommendations
preparing accordingly,
based upon research with the result that the
and facts, taking
Council spends time on
into consideration
the important issues and
short and long‐term
deals efficiently with
goals
other issues

• Relying solely on prior
knowledge and spending a
great deal of the
Council’s time proving to
everyone how much I
know on all issues, large
and small

I follow through in a • Sharing my research and
responsible way,
experience with others
keeping others
on the Council, making
informed, and
worthwhile
responding in a
contributions and
timely fashion
welcoming alternative
viewpoints
• Returning phone calls
and email promptly, if at
all possible; if unable,
letting the person know
when to expect a
response

• Using hear‐say from a
third party as the sole
basis for making a
decision

I am respectful of
established City
processes and
guidelines

• Participating fully in
orientation sessions and
other sessions in order
to understand how the
City’s policies and
procedures impact the
effectiveness of the
Council
• Helping to establish
reasonable timetables
and then following them
• Being flexible in setting
meeting dates and times

• Failing to acknowledge
receipt of requests for
information
• Responding only to
people who can help with
personal political goals
• Eventually getting around
to sending information,
but never in a timely
manner
• Criticizing City policies in
public without first
expressing concerns to
City Staff or gaining
knowledge necessary in
order to offer
constructive criticism
• Ignoring deadlines, not
keeping people informed,
and making excuses which
damage public trust
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1
2
City
Basic Actions and
Core Value
Character Traits
Organized
(continued)

Communicative

I convey the City’s
care for and
commitment to its
residents

Behavioral Standards
3
Council Members Engage
in Positive Behaviors Like

4
Council Members Avoid
Negative Behaviors Like

• Being able to explain to
residents, businesses,
and visitors how the
City’s policies and
procedures are examples
of the City’s Core Values
in practice
• Being able to explain the
City’s goals to anyone
and describe personal
commitment to them
• Supporting superb,
affordable City services
and conveying that
commitment effectively
to residents

• Being cynical about
policies and cavalier
about following
procedures because of a
failure to see how these
are related to fairness
and the common good
• Plotting and scheming to
accomplish personal
agendas
• Deciding how you will
vote and writing out
those reasons prior to any
public comment
• Becoming angry at a
resident who is critical of
the Council
• Confusing residents,
spreading rumors and
gossip, or slandering
elected or appointed
officials, City Staff, or
anyone
• Interrupting someone
who has the floor

I communicate in
• Being available to the
various ways that I
public in person, at
am approachable,
events, and through
open‐minded and
telephone and written
willing to
correspondence to
participate in dialog provide both answers to
questions and
dissemination of
important information
• Listening attentively,
being open to multiple
perspectives, and
allowing the possibility
of changing opinions and
points of view
• Making it a practice to
communicate equally
well to all stakeholders,
regardless of their
influence, power, or
campaign donations

• Listening solely to find
flaws, to spot differences,
and to counter arguments
• Going out of my way
during meetings to show
why I am always right and
others are not
• Dominating meetings and
asking many more
questions than time
allows, effectively
excluding the input of
others
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1
2
City
Basic Actions and
Core Value
Character Traits
Communicative
(continued)

Collaborative

Behavioral Standards
3
Council Members Engage
in Positive Behaviors Like

I engage in effective • During meetings, giving
two‐way
residents and others the
communication, by
benefit of the doubt and
listening carefully,
listening to identify
asking questions,
needs and interests
and determining an • Asking questions to
appropriate
clarify, to understand,
response which adds and to augment, in order
value to
to hear the truth as the
conversations
resident sees it
• Making the best decision
to advance the
community’s values and
goals
I act in a
• Submitting one’s best
cooperative manner
thinking, respecting all
with groups and
other participants and
other individuals,
inviting their thoughts in
working together in
order to develop better
a spirit of tolerance
solutions
and understanding
• Seeing value in working
with other agencies to
develop consistent
policies, where
appropriate
I work towards
• Approaching meetings
consensus building
and discussions assuming
and gain value
that many people have
from diverse
pieces of answers and
opinions
that cooperation will
lead to workable
solutions for the most
difficult problems
I accomplish the
• Understanding that what
goals and
I do speaks more loudly
responsibilities of
than what I say
my individual
• Showing respect for
position, while
Council Members, Staff,
respecting my role
and residents by giving
as a member of a
priority to my City
team
commitment, doing my
homework

4
Council Members Avoid
Negative Behaviors Like
• Considering people on the
other side of issues as
enemies, rather than as
colleagues or fellow
residents
• Weakening public debate
by belittling or mocking
someone’s viewpoint
• Demonizing anyone who
disagrees with a personal
conviction or viewpoint

• Describing people who
hold different viewpoints
as “them”
• Failing to recognize
personal biases,
prejudices, stereotypes,
and their influence on
language and attitudes
toward residents and
others
• Approaching discussions
as if there’s already a
single right answer that
needs to be defended
against opposing
viewpoints

• Focusing first on
satisfying a personal or
hidden agenda
• Actively weakening the
team that the Council and
City Staff have devoted
efforts to build
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1
2
City
Basic Actions and
Core Value
Character Traits
Collaborative
(continued)

I consider the
broader regional
and State‐wide
implications of the
City’s decisions and
issues

Behavioral Standards
3
Council Members Engage
in Positive Behaviors Like

4
Council Members Avoid
Negative Behaviors Like

• Understanding that each
Council decision either
builds public trust or
detracts from it

• Dismissing any idea
proposed by a Council
colleague who supported
someone else in the last
election

• Working hard to develop
among Council Members,
other officials, City Staff,
and the public a kindred
spirit of cooperation
when working toward
implementing City values

• Reaching conclusions
based on satisfying
personal or special
interests and refusing to
change one’s position
despite good reasons to
reconsider
• Holding grudges and
considering some people
as permanent enemies
• Making derogatory
remarks about other
cities, feeling that Santa
Clara is superior

• While serving on County‐
wide committees, acting
in a professional manner
and approaching the
tasks responsibly
• Serving on County or
State‐wide panels, freely
sharing information and
resources so everyone
may benefit from the
City’s experience

• Having tunnel vision and
ignoring anything beyond
the City, depriving the
City of the benefit of a
broader, regional
perspective
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1
2
City
Basic Actions and
Core Value
Character Traits
Progressive

Behavioral Standards
3
Council Members Engage
in Positive Behaviors Like

4
Council Members Avoid
Negative Behaviors Like

I exhibit a
• Contributing personal
proactive,
experiences and
innovative approach expertise to advance the
to setting goals and
goals of the Council and
conducting the
the City as a whole
City’s business
• Anticipating future
problems or
opportunities, raising
the issues at the
appropriate time for City
Staff to investigate and
for Council to consider

• Being dogmatic in
approaching decision‐
making and only doing
things the way they’ve
always been done
• Never taking a forward
looking, principled or
values‐centered stand,
but preferring to solve
issues in an ad hoc
manner
• Focusing on the short
term, being concerned
only about meeting
minimum requirements of
law, politics, or efficiency

• Being able to explain
how a decision is
consistent with ethical
standards and the City’s
Core Values
• Committing to ongoing
improvement,
progressive government,
and moral imagination in
solving problems

• Lying about personal
mistakes and downplaying
their importance
• Manipulating discussions
and decisions to advance
personal, political
aspirations
• Speaking and listening
only to one’s friends on
the Council

• Taking responsibility for
actions, making
appropriate apologies or
restitution when a
mistake is made, and
implementing a plan to
develop practical skills
to avoid such mistakes in
the future
• Actively listening, asking
clarifying questions, and
giving careful
consideration to all

• Holding on to opinions
and viewpoints so
stubbornly that mistakes
are made, impacting
public trust
• Letting personal
limitations impede
progress or the work of
the Council
• Playing the role of
pessimist whenever a new
idea is presented, trying
to bulldoze personal ideas

I display a style
that maintains
consistent
standards, but is
also sensitive to
the need for
compromise,
“thinking outside
the box,” and
improving existing
paradigms when
necessary
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1
2
City
Basic Actions and
Core Value
Character Traits
Progressive
(continued)

I promote
intelligent and
thoughtful
innovation in order
to forward the
City’s policy
agenda and City
services

Behavioral Standards
3
Council Members Engage
in Positive Behaviors Like

4
Council Members Avoid
Negative Behaviors Like

comments and
viewpoints, even if they
are expressed by people
who think differently,
have different beliefs,
and have different
groups of supporters

despite budget
limitations, prior
agreement, or consensus,
and undermining new
ideas by gossiping with
others before the idea
has a chance to be
explored

• Encouraging talented
and diverse individuals
to become involved in
City service, as well as
recognizing and
celebrating talent and
new ideas that help the
City reach its goals,
improve City services,
and implement City Core
Values in best practice

• Pushing change in the
City without ample
thought, and causing
change only for the sake
of change, or only to
fulfill a campaign promise
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